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Abstract.
The traditional mathematics education research is based on mathematics and psychology, but its function is limited. In the end of 80’s of last century, the social research of mathematics education appeared. Its view of research is from the sociology, and then it is an exterior research. The social research considers the relations, power, situation, context, etc. This paper analyzes the power relationship in mathematics classroom.
Firstly, the power is defined. The meaning of the power is the foundation of this paper. Secondly, the power relationships in mathematics classroom are analyzed. The traditional mathematics classroom and collaborative learning classroom are considered. Thirdly, the paper analyzes the power resources, finds the some important factors that affect the power’s distribution.

Riassunto
La tradizionale ricerca nella didattica delle matematiche è basata sulle matematiche e la psicologia, ma la sua funzione è limitata. Alla fine degli anni 80 del secolo scorso apparve per la prima volta la ricerca sociale nella ricerca in didattica delle Matematiche. La prospettiva di ricerca della sociologia è di tipo esterno. La ricerca sociale considera le relazioni, il potere, la situazione, il contesto ecc. Questa lavoro analizza la relazione di potere nelle classi di matematica.
Il significato del potere è l’obiettivo di questo lavoro. In secondo luogo vengono analizzate le relazioni di potere nelle classi di matematica. Sono prese in considerazione sia la classe di matematica tradizionale che la classe di cultura generale. In terzo luogo, il lavoro analizza le risorse di potere, individua alcuni importanti fattori che riguardano la distribuzione del potere.
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Introduction

Social research of mathematics education began in the end of 80’s of last century; it has effected the mathematics education and will effect the mathematics education unceasingly. Traditionally, mathematics education research is mainly based on the mathematics and psychology; I call this kind of research internal research. Completely differently, social research of mathematics education is from the view of society, its foundation, or theory resources, are sociology, anthropology and cultural psychology, I call this external research. The aims of the internal and external research of mathematics education are same, which is for understanding mathematics education better and prompting the mathematics education and mathematics teaching and learning. But the views of those researches are different; they have their theory foundations. According to their theory foundations, they answer and explain the questions and phenomena of mathematics education. The relationships of internal and external research are parallel and mutual supplement each other.

Mathematics education is a very complex system that deals with many fields, so, it is important to choose a research unit to carry with social research of mathematics education. Here, I choose the mathematics classroom as my research unit. Why? Mathematics classroom is front line and core of mathematics education; it is a focus of both the internal and external research. Classroom is a society, a special society, within which many social activities can process. My aim in this paper is to provide a language that can be used to analyze and describe the teaching and learning in mathematics classroom, and this language also can be used in other mathematics education research.

In this paper, my task is to analyze the power relationships in mathematics classroom, including power’s definition, power’s exhibition, and power’s origin. This paper is consisted of four parts. In first part, I will give a definition of power that draw on the view of power of sociology. The meanings of power defined are our study’s basis. In second part, the power relationships will be analyzed; I will exam power exhibition in mathematics classroom. In third part I will find the power’s origin, or find what decides someone’s powerless or powerful. Finally, I will summarize main ideas in this paper briefly.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE POWER

As our starting, we must define the word “power”. The postmodernism thinks
that the power is decided by discourse and discursive practice, the power is the function of discourse and discursive practice. That person’s position in practice is powerful or powerless is decided by the structure of discourse and participant’s history. Many related research cited the Foucault’s power ideas, then, his understanding to power is widely influential. Foucault thought that when society changes from traditional organization to modern organization, the concept of power has changed. Unlike the traditional meaning of power, the modern meaning of power is not commodity, someone possesses and others don’t. Power is a kind of structure of relationship co-constructed which shapes person’s behavior. “Power exists only when put into action.” Furthermore, the effects of power are not all negative: “it induces pleasure, forms, knowledge, produces, produces discourse. It needs to be considered as a productive network which runs through the whole social body, much more than as a negative instance whose function is repression.”

To Foucault, there are three points about power, the first is that the power is the expression in practice activity, no activity, no power; the second is that the power is a kind of relationship that is co-constructed by all participants; the third is that the role of power is both positive and negative.

Draw on the view of power of the postmodernism, especially of Foucault, and my own view, the power can be defined as that the power is in some discursive practice a person’s relationship with the others; the factors that decide someone powerful or powerless are multiple, for example, currently discursive structure and individual traits. Among the individual traits, the related knowledge is important. Which factor(s) play(s) key role is decided by the background of practice. In fact, the exhibition of power is control to the flow of discourse in the practice. Following is explorations of the power in details.

First, the power is represented in relationship within persons, if there is only one person, then no power exist. When a person has relation with others, then power appears. Second, the group is consisted of individuals that have relationships in them. This group is a practice community, here the relationship is very important. If no relationship is in the group, all individuals are in isolation, and then no power exists in it. Third, that someone is powerful or powerless is decided by multiple, not by single factor (individual’s knowledge, for example) or two factors (individual’s knowledge and the structure of discursive practice, for example). In a certain background, deciding factor(s) is(are) fixed, it may one or more than one. Deciding factors are different in different background. Fourth, the knowledge is the
most important factor in individual’s traits. Because a person has many kinds of knowledge, a kind of knowledge is useful just when it is used in related situation. So, the knowledge that decided a person’s power should be related knowledge. For example, an authoritative physical scientist possesses plenty physical knowledge in physical field, but in economic field, his plenty physical knowledge is not related knowledge, thereby, this authoritative physical scientist may be powerless in a activity in economic field, though, he is powerful in a activity in physical field. Finally, how do we see who is powerless or powerful? We can judge it by observing the discourse in the practice. He or she is powerful if he or she can control the flow of discourse, or else, he or she is powerless.

**ANALYZING THE POWER RELATIONSHIPS IN MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM**

Above, we defined and understood the power, which is in general. But we concern the power in mathematics classroom. Now, we will put the power into mathematics classroom, exactly, think the power in discursive practice in mathematics classroom. Our task is to analyze the power relationship in mathematics classroom.

In modern mathematics classroom, there are two basic pedagogical models. The first is called the traditional pedagogy. In traditional pedagogy, the teacher is talking and demonstrating in front of the blackboard, and students sit by the tables and are listening and writing down something. The teacher gives some mathematics exercises to students, and students do exercises all by themselves, then, all students do exercises together guided by the teacher. This traditional pedagogical model predominates mathematics classroom for many years in China; it is still a main mathematics pedagogical model now. When the grade increasing, this model is more used. It is not a advocated pedagogical model from the view of international mathematics education, in despite of its adoption in many mathematics classrooms. In many cases, it is a representation of behind the times. The second is called the collaborative learning, which may divide into two modes: collaborative practice and collaborative inquire. In collaborative practice, the teacher first introduces and explains the theme of learning to all students, then, the classroom is divided into some small groups. The students solve collaboratively the problems by using the knowledge that is learned previously. In the collaborative learning, the teacher doesn’t make any teaching. The students in every small group
explore the open-end mathematics questions chosen. In the process of inquiry, the students can learn a lot, including knowledge, methods and ideas. At intervals, the groups will report their course to the classroom; so, every group’s ideas and methods can be discussed and shared in whole classroom. Until recently, the collaborative learning appears in mathematics classrooms in China, and mostly the collaborative practice is used, the collaborative inquire is used rarely. Education administration and mathematics education research community advocate mathematics teachers to use the collaborative inquire, because the collaborative inquire links nearly to creativity that a person must possess in modern time. Our power analyzing aims at these two basic models.

We look at the traditional mathematics pedagogical model firstly. According to the extent of controlling of teacher, we can divide this model into two modes. The first mode is absolutely traditional mathematics pedagogy. In absolutely traditional mathematics classroom, the teacher and the students constitute a community. The teacher is the center of discursive practice activity. The teacher and the students are two poles of the power. One pole is teacher that possesses the absolute power and the other pole is the students that is powerless. The power model can simply be expressed as teacher has/students haven’t. The teacher controls the flow of discourse. The teacher has prepared the discursive practice activity in mathematics classroom. When the teacher steps into the classroom, the discursive practice has in his or her brain. What the teacher does in classroom is to change the plane to fact. The teacher decides the start, orientation and the end; he or she controls absolutely the flow, and doesn’t allow the students share his or her power. In order to keep the power, he or she often reminds the students thought some discourses, including language, gesture and expression in the eyes, to keep their powerless. For example, we often can listen such words said by teacher: “ok, please remember the contents studied last class”, “now, let’s begin today’s study”, “please think about those questions”, “don’t do that”, “don’t talk, be quiet”, etc. Gesture and expression in eyes are also often used to warn and remind the students. For example, the teacher gives the students who do other things severe expression in eyes. At the same time, the students who are powerless are passive and are biddable in discursive practice in classroom. They cannot be demurral to the teacher’s saying or doing and cannot bring forward new suggestions. What they can do are listing passively to the teacher’s speech, looking at the teacher’s illustrations, and doing mathematics exercises procedurally. Their actions are
controlled under the teacher. The absolute traditional mathematics pedagogy is very extreme; it is seem rarely now. When the teacher allows the students to share his or her power, the second mode appears. The second mode is mildly traditional mathematics pedagogy. It is seem frequently now in China. In the mildly traditional mathematics classroom, the teacher possesses main power, that is to say, the power in discursive practices in classroom is controlled by the teacher in most time. But sometimes, some students also possess the power, they can ask the teacher to explain more, bring forward a new method, disagree with the teacher’s view, etc. those behaviors may interrupt the flow of discourse planed by the teacher, make the flow of discourse break, and even make it deflection. Comparing with the absolutely traditional mathematics pedagogy, the power distribution is more complex in the mild traditional mathematics classroom. This power model can be expressed as the teacher has, some students have/the other students have not. Because there are many students in a classroom, it is impossible that all students possess power in discursive practice and effect the discursive practice. There are only a few students who possess power in discursive practice, and the others are powerless. Then we must ask a question: why these students are powerful and the others are powerless? In last of this paper, I will return to this question.

Now we look at power in collaborative learning model. The teacher’s role is important in collaborative learning, but the distinct character is that students form some small groups in which they learn. Simply, here we just exam a group. We want to see how the power is distributed and used in a small group. First, we look at a very extreme instance that is no power, every person in the group is powerless, and we can call it power vacuum. For example, in a investigation report, the researcher observed a two-person group. the problem they want to solve was to simplify $ab:ab$. The observer found that two students did the question independently. After finished the question, the two students said their answers. When one said his answer, the other didn’t attend and didn’t ask any question or bring forward any demurral. In this extreme instance, no collaboration existed in the group and no discursive practice existed. The individuals were dependent in the group. The group is constituted of individual mechanically but not organically. This instance, of course, is very infrequent. Following are some common instances. Learning collaboratively in the group is carrying through the discursive practice. In discursive practice of the small group, the power is embodied by produced an event. They are, for example, beginning a negotiating event, starting an off-task talking,
rejecting or ignoring an off-task talking, introducing a new idea, bringing forward a method of solving problem, rejecting a idea or suggestion, endorsing a idea or suggestion, asking a explain or allegation, giving a explain or allegation, correcting or questioning an error, designing a task for member of the group, etc. Following is some examples.

Example 1.
Student A: (to the group) I am tired, have a rest.
Student B: ok, have some questions left to discuss?
Then, the group continues its activity.

Student A tries to stop the group’s activity, but student B ignores student A’s try. The group’s activity is obviously controlled by student B, because the group doesn’t stop to rest according to student A’s suggestion and continues to its activity. Student A’s speech doesn’t affect the discursive practice of the small group. So, in this episode, student A is powerful and student B is powerless.

Example 2.
Student A: because we cannot have three variables in a equation.
Student B: why not?

Student B’s question is productive, because his question helps the group focus on the next step of problem solving. Then, the group substitutes to reduce the variables and get a function with only one variable. At last, the problem is solve thought differential. So, in this episode, student B is powerful.

Example 3.
Student A: how did you multiply here?
Student B: Because (pause) I don’t know.

This is a two-student group. Student A questions the work of student B. student B find that he can’t answer student A, so, he checks his work and get a correct answer finally. Student A’s question is challenging and productive; he is powerful.

Example 4.
Student A: 4X and 2X, maybe, the answer should be 8X square?
Student B: no!
Student A: oh, yes?

Here, student A finds student B’s error that is a basic algebraic error firstly, and puts forward the true answer, but students B rejects her suggestion and student A gives in and agrees to student B’. Obviously, in this episode, student B is
powerful and student A is powerless.

We will find many discourses that embody the powerful or powerless if we obverse the discursive practice of small groups in mathematics classroom.

**ANALYZING THE POWER RESOURCES**

Above, we analyzed the power relationships in mathematics classroom. Now we ask such a question: what makes a student powerful or powerless in mathematics classroom? In another words, a student is powerful or powerless, what qualification he or her must has? In the power’s definition, we have known that many factors relate to power in mathematics classroom or mathematics discursive practices. So, when we analyze the power resources, we should consider many factors, that is to say, we should use multi-factor analyzing method. Single-factor will lead simplify, it cannot make us to understand the power relationships in mathematics classroom profoundly and roundly.

According to some literatures and my observations and analyzing, I put forward a factor set that decides the individual’s power in mathematics classroom: \{related mathematics knowledge, social assigning, gender, class, race, religion, etc.\} etc means the factors of the set are not complete. Following are my analyzing.

That many factors decide the power don’t mean that all factors are same important. In general situation, some factors may be more important than others. Among the factors that produce the power in discursive practice, mathematics knowledge, exactly related mathematics knowledge, is a more important factor in general situation. In the traditional mathematics classroom, the teacher possesses the absolute power (extremely traditional mathematics classroom) or the main power (mildly traditional mathematics classroom). Of course, the teacher’s power is assigned by society, but if the teacher can’t mastery of the mathematics knowledge that he or she teaches and the mathematics teaching knowledge, it is difficult to exert the power in mathematics classroom. We can image that a teacher who is absent the mathematics and mathematics teaching knowledge severely can’t teach mathematics successfully even if in the extremely traditional mathematics classroom, in other words, he or her can’t efficiently control the discursive practice. In the same traditional mathematics classroom, one teacher’s teaching effect is better than the other teacher. One teacher is welcome and the other teacher is not. We can’t explain these phenomena with power; and related mathematics knowledge may be main reason. In the collaborative learning, the related
mathematics knowledge of the members of the small group effects undoubtedly the power’s distribution. No related mathematics knowledge, students can’t put forward a method of solving a problem, introduce a new idea, give an explain or justification, correct an error, etc. that is to say, a student who possess more related mathematics knowledge may be powerful, or else, he or her may be powerless.

What is social assigning? Here the social assigning is that the teacher or the student’s power in classroom is decided by society. Using a kind of teaching method but not the other teaching method, it is seem decided by the education development, some one even think that it is decided by education theory researches or the teacher. Deeply research discovers that the teaching method is not decided by the education itself, the deciding factor is society. Classroom of school is the projection of the society, what the society is, what classroom or school is. Whether the traditional or the collaborative learning is decided by the society. In an advocating authoritative society, the mathematics classroom must be the traditional pedagogy and not be the collaborative learning. In an advocating liberty, pursuing innovation society, the mathematics classroom must be the collaborative learning and not the traditional pedagogy. The social assigning makes the teacher in traditional pedagogy grand even dictatorial position. Similarly, the social assigning makes the students in collaborative learning have the power.

Gender is one of the important factors that effect the power’s distribution. A very traditional idea is the male is preponderant in learning mathematics, go without saying, boy students are good at mathematics and girl students are not. Although we can put forward adequately suspicion to this traditional idea from the social and cultural view, this idea is so deeply rooted in humans mind that students, including boys and girls, parents and teachers believe it without doubt. Many people may claim equity in learning mathematics in public situation, but they still identify with the traditional view. I talked with some mathematics teacher about gender difference in mathematics learning, they admit their identification with the traditional view. The traditional idea about gender difference in mathematics learning effects the power distribution in the discursive practice in the mathematics classroom. The boy students often are powerful and the girl students are powerless. Many researches have confirmed this, for example, Walkerdine and Redmond’s researches offer us some examples. Our observations and conversations also offer same information. Someone has observed that the objects of the teacher’s communications mainly are boy students. In the example 4 of this paper, student A
is a girl. She points out the student B’s error, because of her self-confident absence and the student A's self-confidence and distrust to her, student B insists his error and student A gives up her correct suggestion. Here student A’s powerless and student B’s powerful can be explain by gender.

Now we look at the class, which is seldom considered the factor in China. To avert to talk about it doesn’t mean its inexistence. The class, exactly the class of student's family, is a factor that cannot ignore and effects the power distribution in mathematics classroom. Bernstein’s work involves in the relations between the power groups in the society and the pedagogical practice in schooling. He offers us good analyzing tools to examine how the student’s class affects his or her power in classroom. We believe that some relation exists between the student’s family background and his or her power in classroom. The theories analyzing and practical observations have approved it. The family background and the parents’ social positions can partly decide the student’s self-confidence, and the student’s self-confidence will lead to his or her power in classroom. Many researches have indicated that the mathematics achievements of the middle class’s children are better than that of the working class’s children. These researches illustrated that the class affects the student’ power in mathematics classroom from a side.

In addition to related mathematics knowledge, social assigning, gender and class, race and religion, in some situation, may affect the power’s distribution. About this, there are some researches. But in general situation, race and religion don’t affect the power distribution. In some countries and regions, especially, races and religions are inequitable and the hegemony of the race and religion exists, the manifests of the race and religion in classroom are obvious.

CONCLUSION

One of the themes of the social research of mathematics education is focus on the power in mathematics classroom. The meaning of the power is the research’s starting. The resource of my understanding to the power is postmodernistic sociology. The power’s distribution is different in the traditional mathematics classroom and collaborative classroom. In the traditional mathematics classroom, the teacher possesses the absolute power. In the collaborative learning, students may be powerful or powerless. The factors, which decide the power, are multiple, including related mathematics knowledge, social assigning, gender, class, race and religious, etc.
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